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Outmind raises €2M to help companies save working time
with its smart search engine

Outmind, the first fully plug & play internal search engine, announced today
that it has raised 2 million euros from WinEquity, SuperCapital VC, Myrtus
Venture and Business Angels, with the renewed participation of its historical
investors, MSM and X-Creation. Successful entrepreneurs participating in the
round include Guillaume Moubeche (Lemlist), Dimitri Farber-Garcia (Tiller
Systems), Charles Beigbeder (Gravitation), Raphaël Boukris and Romain
Gautier (Didomi), Hugo and Axel Manoukian (MoovOne), Clément Bouillaud
(Partoo)...

After its launch mid-2019 at the Ecole Polytechnique accelerator, the startup joined
Station F and was elected as part of Future 40, the selection of the 40 most promising
companies of the famous French campus.

Outmind accelerates access to relevant data spread among workplace applications :
CRM, ERP, collaborative tools (such as Office365 or Google Drive), e-mails, project
management tools... In total, there are on average 88 different SAAS tools used per
company (Okta 2020). Data dispersion means 20% of working time is lost looking for
information (McKinsey).



To address this issue, Outmind has developed a technology that understands users
queries thanks to AI and finds the right elements within the various workplace tools. It
also indicates which person to contact for further information. The user is thus
supported in his daily work life : he saves time finding key information, avoids
recreating what already exists, and knows the right person to ask when something is
missing. In addition to the productivity gains, the risk of errors is greatly reduced.

Following an initial fundraising of €500,000 in December 2020, Outmind has focused
on continuous improvement of its product, the creation of new connectors, a redesign
of the user experience and improved search capabilities. Beyond these
developments, it now answers a crying need of its customers: improve search &
discovery of unstructured information contained inside all their documents, whether
they are located on cloud tools or on local file servers or disks.

After having conquered more than 100 entities across many sectors (industry,
banking, consulting and design offices ...), Outmind plans to reinforce its growth in
France and internationally in the coming months. The knowledge management
market is booming, with an annual growth rate of around 20% (GIA 2022 study), due
to the multiplication of data created and the standardization of hybrid working
methods.

Grace Mehrabe, Co-founder & CEO: "Business habits have changed with data
proliferation. Today, each employee uses on average more than 10 different tools
daily. Native search modules are proving to be inefficient and incomplete. We’re
aiming to make internal information much more accessible, to enable better and
quicker decision-making. With the pandemic, the problem was reinforced. Remote
workers have less access to co-workers and water-cooler conversations, but they
still need to access knowledge. We’re more than ever committed to creating the best
experience for them. In the longer term, our goal is to go beyond search, to bring the
information to the user in a contextual way, when he needs it. This means continuing
our R&D to be at the forefront of semantic analysis and machine learning
techniques".

Henry Wigan, Managing Partner of MSM: “Search has changed the world in the last
30 years, with the advent of the likes of Google. Information previously available to
the privileged few is now available to every person on the planet with access to an
internet connection. It is our conviction that the next frontier of search is within
organisations, where at present information is poorly distributed and shared. Making
this information transparent and discoverable offers significant productivity and
educational opportunities. Arthur and Grace are a bright, technical and driven young
team, and MSM is delighted to renew its support in their mission.”

Cécile Bassot, co-founder of WinEquity: “We all face the growing difficulty of finding
relevant information, scattered among the many applications and tools used daily.

https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/global-industry-analysts-predicts-the-world-knowledge-management-market-to-reach-1-2-trillion-by-2026--301502434.html


Outmind, with its powerful and user-friendly search solution, continues to be rapidly
adopted by a wide variety of users. WinEquity is excited to support this formidable
duo of founders and accompany Outmind as it grows.”

About Outmind

Outmind, a plug & play internal search engine, was founded in 2019 by Grace
Mehrabe (CEO, ESCP Europe, serial entrepreneur), and Arthur Caillaud (CTO, engineer
from Centrale Paris). Outmind is disrupting the field of knowledge management
software. The team created a smart search engine, connected to the company’s
internal tools, to save up to 4 hours per week per employee. The solution is based on
the latest indexing and machine learning techniques, to offer the most relevant
results to the user in a fraction of a second. Outmind is accessible for small teams
(from 10 people) as well as larger populations (mid-cap companies and divisions
within large groups).

About our investors

Mustard Seed MAZE (MSM):
MSM is a pan-european impact Venture Capital firm that invests in bold
entrepreneurs that create sustainable businesses to solve the greatest social and
environmental challenges of our time.

WinEquity:
Convinced that gender diversity is a factor of outperformance, WinEquity is the first
fund in France created to invest in startups founded or co-founded by women.

Sharpstone Capital:
Early-stage investor, coupled with an innovation financing team, having the ambition
to be a one-stop-shop with a strong entrepreneurial dimension.

Myrtus Venture:
Myrtus brings together a diverse, committed and supportive community of business
angels united to finance and support the development of promising startups without
sectoral limits and without prejudice.

SuperCapital VC:
With a group of more than 200 entrepreneurs, Super Capital is a 360° financing group
that invests in early stage startups, only based in France.

Press Contact:

Grace Mehrabe - grace@outmind.fr
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